
        

  The Wilson Voice 

     There are many words that describe 

veterans; brave, selfless, and dedicated. 

All of these qualities fall into the category 

of being a hero. Heroes like veterans fight 

not for themselves, but for their country. 

Expressing such love for our country and 

the people living in it is a feat that not only 

deserves our deepest gratitude, but our 

unconditional support. When we see our 

nation’s flag fly high in the sky wearing the 

colors, red, white, and blue, this reminds 

us of the bravery, selflessness, and 

dedication the men and women pour out 

to defend our freedom. 

     RED reminds us of bravery. Veterans 

are aware of the horror that war brings, yet 

they are ready to stand strong no matter 

what happens to sacrifice themselves for 

us and our rights. Veterans are always 

ready to face and endure danger or pain in 

any circumstance. War is terrifying and 

our courageous veterans put all of their 

fears behind them and fight. The color red 

in the flag reminds me of the blood all 

veterans are willing to shed in battle. 

Being brave is never easy, yet our 

veterans do it every single day. 

     WHITE reminds us of selflessness. All 

of the men and women who fight for our 

country are most definitely not thinking 

about themselves. Veterans go to war 

willing to risk everything for our freedom. 

In battle moments, our veterans are 

fighting for each and every person in 

America. The color white in the flag 

always reminds me of the purity veterans 

have in their heart. Veterans are always 

honest, sincere, and guileless even during 

battle. Although such horrifying things 

happen all around them, our veterans stay 

pure and selfless through the good and 

bad. 

     BLUE reminds us of dedication. 

Veterans never give up on their duty no 

matter how hard it can be. They are 

devoted to our country and our freedom 

and they never quit. Through peace and 

war veterans pay the price for the cause 

they cherish. The color blue in the flag 

always reminds me of the sky, so endless, 

just like how our veterans fight endlessly 

for our freedom. When things seem 

hopeless, veterans always stand tall and 

won’t let anything knock them down. 

STEM: Inside the Classroom 
                                  By: Isabella H.      For Eighth Grader, Aidan Brown, being able to create projects 

using 3D modeling and design  allows him to show his creativity in his 

STEM II Advanced Class.   “It’s awesome,” he said. “When Mrs. Cook 

introduced STEM II, I jumped right on it because I needed more of a 

challenge!”  Aidan says he loves STEM because it’s more than writing 

stuff on paper like most classes in school.  “I like seeing my work in a 

physical form.” Aiden is one of fifteen   students in Mrs. Cook’s STEM 

Advanced class.  

     STEM stands for science, technology, engineering and math. For 

students who want to enjoy the different aspect of the field, STEM I or II 

is the perfect class. Students in the program start with 3D modeling, 

then 3D printing, making something in a physical form using 

technology. Then they move to robotics and then building and coding. 

Some students recently completed a race car.  Students in the class 

work with collaboration and creativity. This is the perfect class for those 

students who no longer just want to see their ideas on paper, but on a 

physical level too. 

     When asked about the class, Mrs. Cook said “The students drive 

what we learn, they use trial and error and they troubleshoot problems 

to solve engineering problems. The class is self-directed, self-learning, 

and self-led.”  Aiden  who has also made 3D models of  hall passes for 

teachers, hopes to continue taking STEM classes in high school.   
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Eighth Grader, Aidan Brown works 

on a rendering a classroom during 

his Advanced STEM class. 

Continued... 

 

     Our flag’s colors, red, white, 

and blue, remind us of the 

bravery, selflessness,  and 

dedication veterans consistently 

show. These three character traits 

demonstrate the honor of our 

service men and women. We 

should all show our support for 

our veterans not just on Veterans 

Day, but every day of the year. 

Veterans are honorable and 

should be showered with 

gratefulness. I admire our 

veterans for all that they do for 

every single person in America. 

Many families have to be 

extremely brave as well, watching 

their loved     ones go off to war is 

not painless. All of the unique 

branches of the military fight 

tirelessly for us, no matter what 

their job is. The willingness of our 

veterans to sacrifice for our 

country has earned them our 

everlasting appreciation and 

admiration. 

 

 

RED, WHITE, and 

BLUE Reasons Why 

Veterans Are Special 

By: Ella Pierpont – Eighth Grade 

Essay Contest Winner 

     The Veterans Day assembly held on November 7th was 

heartfelt and sincere to all of the United States Veterans attending 

as well as  to the students, faculty and parents attending the 

annual ceremony. The Color Guard of American Legion, Oro 

Valley Post 132 started off the assembly with the posting of colors, 

followed by the Wilson Jazz Band playing the National Anthem 

and Taps. The Jazz Choir sang a beautiful rendition of ”America 

the Beautiful” and ”God Bless America”. Wilson Principal, Ms. 

Sullivan, then recognized former veterans and those currently 

serving as well as their families. 

     This year’s guest speaker was the mother of Sixth Grader, 

Layla Folds, Senior Master Sergeant Calandra Folds from Davis 

Monthan Air Force Base. Her speech addressed the struggles that 

she faced during her time in the military, and how being a woman 

and African American impacted those struggles. She also spoke 

about the sacrifices that veterans and their families have made to 

protect us and our country. “It was important for me because there 

are a lot of veterans in this area, and I wanted to show these kids 

that there are women who serve, and I wanted to hopefully inspire 

some young girls.” 

     Before the Wilson Choir’s and the elementary students sang 

“Thank You Soldiers”, and the color guard retired the flags, Ms. 

Sullivan ended the assembly by reading an emotional excerpt  

from one of former Arizona State Senator, John McCain’s 

speeches. When asked about why she thought it was important to 

have a Veterans Day Assembly, she responded by saying, “It’s 

important for students to realize that we are part of a greater 

community and Veterans Day reminds us that there are people 

who keep us safe and sacrifice a lot to do that. I want them to feel 

pride and gratitude. 

 

 

See pictures of the Veterans Day Assembly on Page 5 

 

 

Veterans Day Assembly 
By: Isabella H. and Brendan R. 



 

   

 

 

  

  

     Everyday during first period, students and teachers tune in to the daily announcements better 

know as the E and O Show.  What started out as two students having fun reading the daily news has 

turned into a fun watching morning ritual.  Eighth Graders,  Enzo S. and Omar R. stars of show love 

doing the announcements and hope they can continue doing them again next semester.  The duo, 

however, has dealt with their share of critics. Both teachers and students a like have complained that 

they are too loud and not professional. They say their critics opinions  won’t get them down and they 

will perservere through it all. A recent survey showed that forty-five out of sixty students surveyed like 

the way they do the announcements.   

     No matter what you think of the announcements, they are hard to do.  The entire Video Production 

class under the direction of  Mrs. Trawick work very hard recording, and editing the announcements 

everyday. 

 

      

     Leadership is a very important quality to have, 

so why not have a class surrounding that topic? Our 

school events, such as school dances and spirit 

weeks revolve around the Leadership classes.  I 

recently interviewed  Mr. Linn to learn more about 

his Leadership class as well as what they have 

planned for the rest of the school year. 

What is the purpose of  the Leadership class? 

”The purpose of the Leadership class is exactly 

what is sounds like.  It teaches students how to be 

leaders and how to help their peers.” 

What type of fundraising do you do? 

”We fundraise by selling Boo Grams and Lolli 

Grams.  All proceeds go to the Leadership class so 

we can set up fun school events throughout the 

school year.” 

In addition to planning dances and spirit weeks, the 

Leadership class is also in charge of all the school’s 

recycling.  Every Thursday, Leadership students go 

to every classroom and empty the recycling bins.   

Some of the events scheduled this year include:  

Spirit Weeks 

Pep Rallies 

Black Light Dance ( See Photos on This Page ) 

Movie Night 

Field Day for Elementary 

Social Programs 

 

Eighth Graders, Kaden P. works with 
a hammer,  while fellow classmate, 
Hunter S. looks on. 

 

 

 

Are you on Social Media?  
By: Brady M. 

All About Leadership 
By: Ella I. 

      

     Social media for teenagers is a big jump into the real 

world and a way to express themselves.  Although Social 
Media can be fun and a cool way to stay in touch with your 
friends, it can also be super dangerous if you’re not careful. 
Social media sites like Instagram, Snapchat and Facebook 
can be very dangerous. Anyone can see what you are 
posting.  On Instagram for example, people can see who you 
are following, who you have unfollowed, who is following you, 
even who you like! That’s right, everything is out there!  One 
way to make sure you are being safe is to have private or 
friend only accounts. Someone can make their profile picture 
of anything, but in some cases it might not really be who you 
think they are. So only letting people who you know in real life 
see your pictures is a great idea to keep your identity safe.  
     Remember posting things on social media that are not 
kind can get you in trouble especially if you are caught doing 
it at school.  Also, whenever you post something it is there 
forever, even if you delete it.  So be aware of what you are 
posting. Future employers or colleges will check your social 
media accounts. If there is something you don’t want them to 
see…don’t post it.  
 

 

 

The E and O SHOW 

By: Brendan R. 

Career Students Get Hands On Experience 

     Working with hammers, learning how to make bricks and bending pipes were just 

a few of the experiences Wilson students had recently at the  Southern Arizona 

Construction Career Day . 

     Mr. Linn took twenty three of his Career students to the fair held at the Tucson 

Rodeo Grounds where the students were made aware of the wide range of careers 

within the construction industry.  The students had some hands on experience in the 

different construction jobs.  ” It was a lot of fun”, said Eighth Grader, Kaden P.  ”I 

learned a lot about the different forms of construction”.  Eighth Grader, Ryder N. also 

commented on the trip. ” It was a good experience, I had a lot of fun with the hands on 

experiences”. 

 

 

Enzo and Omar deliver the morning 
announcements 



 

 

 

 

 

 With midterms at the end of the second quarter coming up, there will be a good amount of 

studying that will need to be completed. It can be hard tackling it all and keep being organized. It 

can be overwhelming with all of the notes, vocabulary, and other things that will need to be gone 

over to make sure you understand all of the concepts you have learned so far. It can even get to a 

point where you completely push the task of studying aside, which leads to a bad grade on this 

important test. Here are a few tips and tricks I’ve learned to help you get through the stressfulness 

of studying. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. Start with a clean studying area that is comfortable- studying needs to be done in a quiet, 

clean, and comfortable environment. It could be a place as simple as your local coffee shop 

or your couch. Just make sure you are in a place where you can focus and is suitable for 

studying. 

2. Make flashcards- this is a classic way to study. I’ve found that digital flashcards, such as 

Quizlet, help me study. That is just my preference and you can do whatever helps you 

understand the most. Flashcards are great for memorizing vocabulary and remembering 

equations for science or math. You can write on them with different colored pens or you can 

use different colored flashcards to help you remember the concept. 

3. Listen to calming music- listening to music always calms me and gets me in a positive 

mood, so I am eager to study. Don’t listen to rock or loud and chaotic music. Pick a playlist on 

Spotify that has calming music. I like to listen to Mozart or something classical like that. Also, 

I am a theater freak so Les Miserables is another good one. Again, do whatever makes you 

focus and puts you in the mood to study. 

4. Do it in chunks- there is no reason to get all of the studying done all at once. You can do it 

in sections. Maybe do vocab for science and math for one night, and language arts and 

history for the next night. It is important to plan ahead to see what times you are completely 

available to study, because you will need to be completely dialed in on what you are doing. 

Let’s say you are doing science and history vocabulary.  An article from The Atlantic says that 

an experiment released in the week of September 17, 2014 shows that you should work for 

52 minutes, then take a 17 minute break. I know it sounds very exact, but the reason behind 

this is the experiment showed that the most productive workers worked for 52 minutes 

straight then took a 17 minute break, on average. You could get up and get a snack or watch 

a 17 minute youtube video. The choice is yours. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 There are many ways to help study and these are just a few of them. Good luck to all of the 

Wilson Middle School students on their midterms this year! 

 

 

Tips for Studying for Midterms! 

By Ella I. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

   

                                                                 

                                                                           
 

 

 

 

Sports News 

     Second Quarter sports are early in their season, but 

proving to be very competitive.  The Eighth Grade Boy’s 

Basketball  team is undefeated so far this season with a 

record of 4-0. Their toughest opponent has been Orange 

Grove Middle School. The Wranglers won with a score of 

49-33 .  The seventh grade team is showing some 

success on the court as well with a winning record of 3-1.  

Their latest loss was against Orange Grove Middle 

School. Wilson has two overflow teams this year.  The 

Eighth Grade Overflow team has a record of 3-0 while 

the Seventh Grade Overflow team has struggled to win a 

game so far this season with a record of 0-3.   

     In soccer, the Seventh Grade Girl’s team has won 

both of their games this season. While some girls on the 

team have never played organized soccer before, the 

team has experienced players like Emma B. who scored 

all six goals against Flowing Wells. The team also beat 

La Cima 9-0 with Zatsi C. and other players contributing 

to their success.  The eighth grade team is having a 

rough start to the season. Their record is 1-4 so far, but 

they are working hard every game to improve. 

 

      

      

     Hotel Transylvania 3 is a blast to watch, and I’ll try not to give any spoilers. 

The movie starts with a family of monster hunters who keep on trying to get 

Dracula, but always hilariously fail miserably. Three hundred years later, after the 

last scene of the family trying to kill him, in modern day, Dracula tries online 

dating because he’s lonely and his wife was killed by an angry mob of 

townspeople. He tries hiding the fact from his daughter, Mavis. He lies that he is 

tired from  the hotel business and needs a vacation. Mavis happily organizes it, 

and books a cruise. She hopes to spend family time with her father as well as 

her son and husband. They hop on the ship and Dracula falls in love with the 

ships captain and something is strange with this woman, and she doesn’t have 

good intentions for Dracula and the monsters who joined him on the cruise. 

You’ll have to watch the movie to find out more. 

I give this movie a 5 STAR RATING.  It’s a great movie to watch with your family. 

This move is rated PG. 

Hotel Transylvania 3 
Movie Reviewed By: Brendan R. 

 

 

By: Alexandra C. 

       Adriene Z. 

     On Tuesdays, three times a month, about twenty five middle school 

students practice shooting arrows and perfecting their aim.  Archery Club is run 

by Coach Smith and the season started after Fall Break.  At the start of each 

season, Coach Smith teaches the safety of how to correctly shoot and pick your 

arrows out of the target.  The Archery Club is preparing for their first competition 

on December 8th which is the first Tucson qualifier.  Two other qualifiers are 

scheduled in Phoenix.  If you make the top ten at the State Qualifier you go to 

compete at the National Level.  Last year, Eighth Grader, Ethan L. qualified for 

the State, National and World Archery Competitions. 

 

 

Archery Club 
By: Sarah M. 

 

 

 

Eighth Grader, Ethan L. 
eyes the perfect target. 

These Archers take their practice 
serioulsly. 

Wilson Wranglers #17 (left) and #18 (right) have the same form in moving the ball 
down the field for a goal. Both trying to get a way from their defenders. 

Ballers from the eighth grade team 
play great defense. Seventh Grader, James W. is 

headed for the basket. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Fourteen very lucky eighth graders have been 

chosen by their peers as “The Most” or “The Best” in 

their class superlatives.  They were voted in each 

category for being themselves throughout their time 

together since sixth grade.  The categories that were 

presented were:  

Most Intellectual – Gary W. 

Most Handsome – Omar R. 

Most Beautiful – Lexy H. 

Most Athletic – Bryce J. 

Biggest Book Worm – Isabella H. 

Best Hair – Roman G.  

Most Talkative – Allen R. 

Best Performer – Zoe N. 

Most  Outspoken – Nasohn J. 

Most Changed Since Sixth Grade – Isaiah O. 

Best Smile – Rachel B. 

Friendliest – JW H. 

Most Artistic – Christian J. 

Most Inspirational Teacher – Mrs. Silvas 

 

If you want to see the pictures of these eighth 

graders, make sure you order a yearbook! 

 

Eighth Grade Superlatives 

By: Madison M.      The Black Light dance was a huge success! 

Over 100 students turned in the required 

permission slips and danced the night 

away…(Well danced the daylight away).  This 

was the first middle school dance for the sixth 

graders, so they were excited.  They were the 

first ones out on the dance floor.  Songs like the 

“Whip Nae Nae”, ”The Macarena”, and ”The Cha 

Cha Slide” drew the most participation. Flashes 

of glow sticks could be seen while small dance 

circles and long conga lines formed  in the South 

MPR. There were plenty of refreshments 

including pizza, soda, cotton candy and popcorn.  

Groups of friends could be heard screaming and 

cheering with every song the DJ played.   

 

Black Light Dance 

By: Adriene Z. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Sixth Graders, Gavin, Hayden and 
Edurdo dance the Nae Nae. 

These students take over the SMPR 
with the conga line. 

Ciara and her friends have all the right 
moves. 

Line dancing was a big hit at the 
Black Light Dance. 

Veterans Day Pictures 

Eighth Graders, Ella P. and Olivia G, 
first and second place winners of the 
Veterans Day Essay Contest 

Senior Master Sergeant Calandra 
Folds delivers her speech to Wilson 
students, faculty and guests. 

Members of the Jazz Band play 
”Taps” at the assembly honoring the 
Veterans. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

                

Comic Contest Winner! 

This month’s winner of the comic contest 

goes to a trio of  Sixth Graders, Grace C., 

Layla R. and Allison F. They sumitted  a 

creative comic titled, „When you want 

McDonald’s, but you are a werewolf”. 

They are the  the winner of one free 

slushy and one front of the line pass.  

You too could win if you  submit your 

comic to Mrs. Baca and test your art 

skills. One creative comic is chosen 

every month. Good Luck! 

 

When You Want McDonald’s But You’re a Werewolf 

Cartoon Artists: Grace C., Layla R., and Allison F.  



 

 

                                      

 

                                 

 

 

From The Staff of 

The Wilson Voice 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


